DONALD TRUMP - ENEMY OF THE WORKING PEOPLE
STAND UP, FIGHT BACK!

Yes, Trump is a racist, sexist, anti-immigrant, anti-disabled, homophobe. Yes, Trump promises jobs, but only by further cutting the minimum wage. In the next 4 years, Trump along with Republicans in Congress, will vote to privatize (eliminate) social security, abolish SNAP (food stamps), and destroy environmental protections. How much more can we endure? But let’s keep in mind Hillary Clinton supported mass incarceration, threatened war with Russia, and would have voted the same way, because all politicians represent the real enemy of workers: Capitalism

Protest money wasted on wars!
Demand better schools, medical care and clean water
Fight to Save Food Stamps, Medicare & Social Security!
All lives matter when Black lives matter!

Fight for $15 and a union
Fight for jobs!
Fight for immigrant’s rights!
Fight for the 963 lives taken by the Police in 2016!

Workers have the right to safe working conditions, and jobs that treat them with dignity. It was not during the 1920’s, but during the height of the Great Depression that workers organized into unions, got a 40-hour work-week, a decent wage, social security, free education, and unemployment insurance; showing that the economic change we seek comes from organizing. Only a united class-oriented democratic people’s front has the power to fight the corporate interests of the 1%. We need to defend our rights, but continue to fight for higher wages, and social justice. In the long run, we need to struggle for Socialism, a society run by and for workers, not the super-rich. Please join us!
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